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数字や文字に色を見る共感覚
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Laittan, Harrison, & Bolton, 1996）や，常に同じ文字や
数字が同じ色に見える（Baron-Cohen, Wyke, & Binnie,
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（Hadjikhani, Liu, Dale, Cavanagh, & Tootell, 1998 ;
Burtles & Zeki, 2000）。
Paulesu, Harrison, Baron-Cohen, Watson, Goldstein,





Numn, Gregory, Brammer, Williams, Parslow, Morgan,
Morris, Bullmore, Baron-Cohen, & Gray（2002）は，
fMRI（機能的磁気共鳴画像法）を使用して色聴が生じ
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れてきた。本報告では，3 名の女性共感覚者に対して























RSI ＝(問 1−問 2)÷問 1
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Synaesthetes who see colors in numerals and letters
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Abstract
Phenomenological investigations and psychophysical experiments about three synaesthetic females (F, K, Y)
were conducted. To be common to all of the three is to cause the perception of the color by seeing a specific numeral
and letter. However, they have some phenomenological differences. As introspections when they see certain letters,
for example, F reported that it seems that the consistent color actually attaches to each of them. On the other hand,
K reported that the consistent color image specific to each of letters floats in her mind. As the psychophysical
experiments, a pop-out task that Ramachandran and Hubbard used and stroop tasks that Hakoda and Watanabe
made were executed, and the results were compared between synaesthetic females and controls. F and Y showed
relatively higher score in reverse-stroop interference and so did K in the stroop interference than controls. In the pop
out task,mean frequency of the correct responses in the three females was significantly higher than one in controls.
Each performance of synaethetic females in these two tasks suggests strongly that synaethetic perception of occurs
in real.
Keywords : synaesthesia, introspection, grapheme-color, phenomenology, stroop, pop-out.
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